Summary of Rulebook 15 Updates (Effective Immediately):

Removal of references to periods

1.2.3.- Gender rule language updated

2.1.- Updated field dimensions to Rulebook 14. Addition of TD waiver to apply for shortened pitch dimensions for their tournament.

3.3.4- Timeouts- procedure clarified for timeouts to be called during play or a stoppage.

3.4.2- Updated to reflect 1 minute intermission after last possession at 20 minutes.

3.4.4- Clarifies that substitutions will NOT be allowed during intermissions

3.4.5- Updated to reflect the new endgame. Clarification on procedure when seekers are serving penalty time post snitch catch.

4.4.1- The snitch catch has been updated to 35 points.

4.4.3- Clarified closely timed plays for game ending snitch catches.

5.2.6- Clarifications regarding headbeats have been added

5.4.3.- Added language clarifying struck beater procedure.

6.1.9.D- moved to 6.1.10 Limited contact from behind to clarify when contact from behind is legal.

8.2.1- Snitch release clarified based on new endgame procedure.

8.2.2- Defined new boundaries of play for the snitch.

9.3.5- Removed periods and adjusted language

10.1.5- Lead assistant referee responsibilities adjusted for the removal of snitch handicaps

10.1.7- Scorekeeper responsibilities adjusted regarding the endgame.